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Social Media for You



• Why use social media?
• The platform right for you
• Effective social media use
• Using analytics 
• Providing value
• And a few suggestions!

We will cover…
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• Nearly 70% of Americans use social media
• Gives your organization an online voice
• Allows you to connect with clients
• It’s free! (mostly)

Why use social media?
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According to the Pew Research Center – nearly 70% of Americans use social media. And they are doing it on a daily basis.Using social media gives your organization or group an online voice. A much needed voice. People are expecting you to be on social media these days.For us, we are in the business of providing information. Sure we have field days and we create big publications and send out news releases but being present on social media allows an additional way to connect with our clients. In some cases that is a second or third connection, but it can also be our only connection. And every connection holds value to us.And finally, platforms like Facebook, Instagram and Twitter are free to use. You can take advantage of opportunities like boosting a post on Facebook for better reach, but you don’t have to. The only cost is your time.



By Popularity:
• Facebook – 2.23B
• Instagram – 1B
• Twitter – 335M
• Pinterest – 250M

What platform is right for you?
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Let’s first look at the number of people using each platform.FB – 2.23 billion monthly active usersInstagram – 1 billion monthly active usersTwitter – 335 Million monthly active usersPinterest – 250 million monthly active usersOthers:Youtube – 1.9 BTikTok – 500 MReddit – 330 MSnapchat – 255 M



Facebook
• Everyday use
• Easy page control
• Types of posts can vary

Instagram
• Focused on images
• Everyday use by half
• Link limitations

What platform is right for you?
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Facebook:Facebook users are logging on everyday to thumb through contentBusiness pages can be easily controlled by your own personal Facebook accountThe things you post on Facebook can vary from an announcement post with just text, an event post with several images, or a post linked to a recent video.Instagram:Instagram is focused on images. Those images are expected to be taken by everyday people (not necessarily professionals), but can have artistic twist to them.Only half of Instagram users are checking in every day – the  other half is looking once a weekLinking to webpages, videos, etc. is difficult and not allowed in your actual post. We use this platform as a way to share our brand and don’t expect much return.



Pinterest
• Focused on professional 

images
• Food and drink, DIY, 

celebrations
• Allows you to branch out

Twitter
• Character limits
• Short viewing period
• Users more likely to click 

links

What platform is right for you?
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Pinterest users are expecting professional or nearly professional photos. Depending on your skills, this might work.The most popular pins are food and drink recipes, DIY projects, and celebration pins such as weddings or birthday parties.Of all the social platforms, Pinterest allows you to branch out a little bit. The amount of content is large (a normal pinner will have thousands of pins) so you have the ability to pin things that aren’t necessarily directly related to your business.This has not been a successful platform for us since we are in the business of sharing research-based information.Twitter has limits set on how long your post (or tweet) can be. Sometimes, a little re-wording and abbreviation is needed.Compared to the other platforms, tweets are seen for a shorter period of time, due partly because of their short length. People are scrolling faster and that is why it’s ok to post the same tweet multiple times.Because Twitter doesn’t allow for much information to be delivered, users are more likely to follow the link you provided because they have to. They need the rest of the story. By far the best way to get link clicks for us.



The bottom line:
• Use what you are comfortable with
• You can always use more than one
• After time, you should recognize your best avenue

What platform is right for you?



• By following a policy.
• By having a strategy.
• By knowing your audience.

How do you effectively use social 
media?



• Policy, just another word for guidelines
• Can be written or by memory
• Should outline the “what if” situations

Social Media Policy
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A social media policy is something any business should have. A policy, or guidelines, should illustrate the appropriate actions taken by employees with access to company social media accounts.This policy can be written and distributed internally, or it can be as simple as a few mental notes. Find what works best for you.A good policy should cover all the ‘what ifs’ when it comes to your social accounts. �For Example: What if we want to share unrelated material? What if we get negative comments and want to respond? What if I take a political stance through the business account?�There is nothing written in stone about what your policy should include, but the following guidelines are appropriate.



• Refrain from discrediting political candidates, speaking in a negative 
manner or engaging in arguments with others over political action.

• Employees and/or volunteers have an obligation to ensure that any public 
communication they make, including social media communications, must 
not negatively impact the reputation of the company, its partners, 
stakeholders, clients, etc. 

• We hold all employees and volunteers who engage in social media while 
representing this company to the same standards as any other public 
communication, such as comments to a TV, radio or newspaper reporter.

Common Policy Guidelines



• A strategy can define your social media success
• Closely related to your policy
• Allows you to plan ahead

Social Media Strategy
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A social media strategy can define your success. Some business accounts are successful without strategy and forethought, others aren’t willing to take that risk.Your strategy is closely related to your policy but will be more content specific.Having a premeditated strategy, allows you to plan posts ahead of time and answers some of the questions you may have along the way.Let’s look at a few things I would include in my social media strategy.



• Post during peak user hours for better reach.
• On Twitter, schedule a post to run three times.
• Create a list of hashtags to use on a regular basis.
• Repurpose content for each platform to avoid repetitiveness.
• When possible, tag or link partner businesses in posts.

Strategy Examples



Using Analytics
• A regular review of analytics can tell you:

– When to post
– What to post about
– How often to post
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A regular review of your social media analytics can tell you more than you might think.It’s possible it could tell you when to post (based on your most popular posts and the time you ran them)It can tell you what to post about (this can be seen when you evaluate what posts were most successful and if they had a common connection)Knowing how often to post can be tricky depending on the platform and your available time, but overuse or underuse could be reflected by low interestOther things found in analytics is the number of link clicks, your reach or number of impressions, a demographic look at your audience and more.	I would suggest you are reviewing this information monthly to make small changes and annually to take a deep dive into what you can do differently to get different results.



• They know you are there.
• You provide information they need.
• You are a trusted resource.
• Others also find you valuable.

Why would people follow you?
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Showing up is the first step – be present on social media, and actively post for your current and future audience. “Dress for the job you want” strategy without ignoring your current audience. 	Tell people you are there, promote your channels.	FB groups example.Your most ideal follower is someone that needs or wants your information. Not necessarily your great Aunt Betty who just follows the page because she knows you run it. 	Share what you have, and they will come with time.Do they know you are a trusted resource? Tell them! Mention that you provide (in our case) researched-based unbiased information. Tell your story through your posts to ensure your current followers are well taken care of to attract new followers.Your follower count will grow in time, but it’s not uncommon for people to see how many other people find value in following you.



• Provide content they need.
• Provide content they want.
• Provide content they didn’t know they needed.
• Delivered directly in post or just one click away.
• Post frequency keeps you top of  mind.

How do you stay or become 
valuable to followers?
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Directly in post or one-click – don’t complicate things. The attention spans are continuing to drop, so your audience is expecting to get what they need quickly. (The google effect)Each follower has a different chance to be reached by your content based on their own actions. We cannot and will not ever stop the algorithms that rule social media platforms. Use your analytics to determine the best time to post and what content gets the best interaction. 	Facebook and Instagram both give you the day and time that your audience is online. Use this to plan or schedule posts. 	For us, frequency looks like 1-2 posts per day on FB, one post per week on Instagram (based on ROI), 3-5 tweets per day on Twitter.



• Don’t ask for likes or shares. 
• Direct video uploads display best.
• Interact with other pages.

Suggestions for Facebook
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Don’t ask for likes or shares for your page or your posts. Let your content speak for itself. If you are posting good content, that will happen naturally. If you are not getting likes or shares, evaluate what you are posting and try something different.On Facebook, direct video uploads will display better and get more action versus using a YouTube link. Vimeo is a viable option.Don’t forget to interact with other pages, not just fans or followers. Interacting with other pages will increase your reach. If you are talking about a certain partner organization, make sure they are tagged in your post.



• Use Twitter as a resource.
• Post the same content more 

than once.
• Use photos to your advantage.

Suggestions for Twitter
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Twitter is great for getting your information to others, but have you considered using Twitter as a resource yourself? It can be used to search topics you are interested in and open your eyes to what the world is talking about. Try letting Twitter inform you and don’t just use it to share your own information.Twitter is the only social media platform that really allows you to post things more than just once. It’s socially acceptable by Twitter users because it’s unfair to assume that all users are logged in at the same time. Rule of thumb: you want to post things three times and make sure they are all eight hours apart. It’s not likely followers will see all three posts.Photos will make people stop while browsing. You can tag other people or organizations in the photos themselves and it will not count against your character limit. (Increased reach)



• Separate your caption from 
your hashtags.

• Hashtags have no limit and 
emojis encouraged.

• Keep a consistent look and 
feel.

Suggestions for Instagram
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Common practice to separate your image caption from your hashtags. First three lines always shown, so hide them farther down or add them in the first comment of the image.Opposed to other social networks, there are no limits on the number of hashtags you use on Instagram and it’s the perfect place to use emojis. Insta tends to be a little more artsy and playful.A consistent look and feel to your collection of images will make your account more appealing. Most people will look at your profile, if even for a few seconds, to determine if you are worth following.



• Don’t pin personal photos.
• Use the “Pin it” button to 

create new pins.
• Rotate the order of your 

boards.

Suggestions for Pinterest
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On Pinterest, don’t pin personal photos. Leave it to the professional photographers. On Pinterest, try to be the first generation pinner versus just re-pinning content all the time. Use the “Pin It” tool for browsers to your advantage and try to create new pins for your followers from your website.Occasionally, rotate the order of your boards on Pinterest and how they display on your page to keep followers engaged. Also, re-assign the cover photos to get a fresh new look.



Any Questions?



@ISUANR

isuanrext

@ISUANR

Follow ANR!
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